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Abstract

The new era of technology allows us to gather more data than ever
before, complex data emerge and a lot of noise can be found among high
dimensional datasets. In order to discard useless features and help build
more generalized models, feature selection seeks a reduced subset of fea-
tures that improve the performance of the learning algorithm. The eval-
uation of features and their interactions are an expensive process, hence
the need for heuristics. In this work, we present HeatMap Based Feature
Ranker, an algorithm to estimate feature importance purely based on its
interaction with other variables. A compression mechanism reduces eval-
uation space up to 66% without compromising efficacy. Our experiments
show that our proposal is very competitive against popular algorithms,
producing stable results across different types of data. We also show how
noise reduction through feature selection aids data visualization using
emergent self-organizing maps.

1 Introduction

In the past decade, thanks to numerous improvements in technology it is possible
to capture more data than ever before, hence, increasing the dimensionality
for several machine learning applications [8]. Notable areas with a very high
increase in data dimensionality are Bio-informatics and microarray analysis [35],
where several thousand of features per sample are common nowadays. However,
these high-dimensional datasets usually are plagued with irrelevant and noisy
features, therefore generalization performance can be improved by using only
good features [28] while also getting additional benefits in the form of reduced
computational cost.

The increase in dimension (features) leads to a phenomenon called the curse
of dimensionality where data becomes sparse in a high dimensional space which
causes issues with algorithms not designed to handle such complex spaces [16].
To mitigate this problem it is imperative to do some dimensionality reduction.
Since 1960 this has been under research community investigation [18], it had
an important boom in 1997 with special issues on its relevance [4] [21], however
back then only a very minimal set of domains had more than 40 features [15].
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In order to achieve the goal of dimensionality reduction, there are two main
approaches, feature extraction and feature selection. The feature extraction
approach seeks to transform the high dimensional features into a whole new
space of lower dimensionality, usually, by a linear or nonlinear combination
of the original set of features, an example of these techniques are Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [37] and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)[12].

In this paper, we will focus on the other approach which is feature selection,
as this is usually a more useful method in a real life scenario where it is important
to understand which features of the original space are the most representative.
Nonetheless, both approaches aim to have a reduced number of features [7] as
experimentation has shown that a subset of features may help reduce overfitting
[19].

Since 1980 we can see the development of several algorithms for feature
selection that have been successful in different areas such as: Text categoriza-
tion [11], pattern recognition [26], image processing [32] and bioinformatics [33].
However, more than three decades of research have not yet found an all-around
best algorithm and many conclusions lead to believe that the solution is data-
dependent. Therefore it is very important to continue the development of new
approaches to handle different scenarios in the data, however, even with con-
siderable options in algorithms, the key idea remains the same; try to keep the
most relevant features and remove the rest.

There are several proposals to define what a relevant feature is, however in
this paper we take the definition of John & Kohavi [20] where they establish
two different kinds of relevance:

• Strong Relevance: are features that, if removed, would cause a drop in
classifier performance.

• Weak Relevance: these features can be removed from the full set without
considerably affecting the classifier performance.

Any feature that is not relevant is therefore irrelevant and could be divided
into two main groups:

• Redundant Features: those that do not provide any new information about
the class and therefore can be substituted by another feature.

• Noisy Features: includes the features that are not redundant but, do not
provide useful information about the class either.

In the seek for these relevant features, there are at least 4 key parameters
that affect the search performance[4]:

• Search Direction:

– Forward: we start with an empty set of features and new ones are
being added once they are evaluated as useful.
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– Backward: the full set of features are setup at first and then irrelevant
features are being dropped.

• Search Strategy: These are based on corresponding heuristics for each
algorithm, one example could be Greedy search.

• Evaluation Criterion: how the features are selected, the criteria or thresh-
old that needs to be overcome in order to tag a feature as useful.

• Stopping Criterion: this determines if the algorithm will just stop after
a given number of iterations or will hold until a given threshold could be
reached, this has a direct impact on the feature set size, where the optimal
size may be defined by the number of instances [27].

When designing a feature selection algorithm there are at least three chal-
lenges to address [2]:

• Small sample size: as the number of features increases, the number of
instances required to produce a stable selection increase as well, however,
there are many areas where samples are expensive to gather and the result
is a dataset with thousands of features with only hundreds of samples
which makes the process prone to overfitting.

• Data noise: if the algorithm is not robust enough, noisy features would
guide the selection erroneously as the algorithm will try to learn the noise
as if it were a real pattern.

• Selected Features: algorithms that only rank features have to deal with
the issue of how many features to choose for the final subset. Some other
approaches use thresholds to automatically select the number of features.

Supervised feature selection algorithms use the statistical relation between
the data and the labels [15] to select the features. These algorithms can be
divided into three major groups: Filter, Wrapper, and Hybrid [2]. For low-
dimensional data, it is possible to use different techniques, even the wrapper
approach could be used, but once the dimension grows at a considerable scale of
thousand of features, the computation complexity becomes a problem, and the
filter approach, being the more efficient becomes a very popular option. Our
algorithm is a filter approach.

• Filter Model: these algorithms are completely independent of any classi-
fier, hence the final selection depends only on the characteristics of the
data itself and its relation to the target [13, 38]. Filter models are overall
very efficient, scalable and their results are usually portable as they do not
depend on external components such a guiding classifier, these advantages
make them very suitable for high dimensional data.
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• Wrapper Model: these algorithms use a classifier to evaluate their perfor-
mance [20, 21], the initial feature selection is usually achieved by a greedy
search strategy, the classifier performance is evaluated with the selected
features and if the result is satisfactory the search stops, otherwise the
whole process is repeated again but this time with a different subset. This
is a very expensive process usually applied for low-dimensional data only.

• Hybrid Model: As we have seen the filter models are more efficient, while
the wrapper models are usually more accurate, in order to achieve a bal-
ance, the hybrid model is proposed to fill the gap between those approaches
[6]. In the search step they employ a filter selection to reduce the number
of candidates, later a classifier is used to select the subset that provided
the best accuracy.

For low-dimensional data, it is possible to use different techniques, even the
wrapper approach could be used, but once the dimension grows at a considerable
scale as thousand of features, the computation complexity becomes a problem
and the filter approach being the more efficient becomes most of the time the
only feasible option.

In a previous work [17] we compared our algorithm Heat Map Based Feature
Selection (HmbFS) with three well-known feature selection techniques, this work
presents a ranking variation of the original HmbFS algorithm, a more in depth
comparison, new datasets and algorithms to provide a better understanding of
its capabilities.

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2, related
work is being presented. In section 3 we present HmbFS formal definition and
discuss how it works. In section 4 we describe our experiments and results. In
section 5 we present the final conclusions and discuss future work.

2 Related Work

There are multiple techniques used for feature selection, according to the work
of Li et al.[22] , we can identify some groups of algorithms based on their funda-
mental idea, in this work we consider: information theoretical (MRMR, CIFE,
CMIM, DISR), similarity based (ReliefF, Fisher) and statistical based (Gini).
Although the main idea behind every algorithm remains the same, each of them
presents their unique formulation for feature importances, in the following para-
graphs we give a brief introduction for each algorithm.

2.1 Fisher Score

This algorithm performs selection based on the difference of feature values,
under the rationale that samples within same class have small differences and
features values from other classes are larger [9]. The usefulness of each feature
is calculated as follows:
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Fscore(fi) =

c∑
j=1

nj(µi,j − µi)
2

c∑
j=1

njσ2
i,j

(1)

As it can be seen from (1), the feature score is calculated from the difference
between the mean for each feature (µi) and the feature mean for a particu-
lar class J (µi,j). Also considering the feature variance (σ) to penalize noisy
features.

2.2 ReliefF

The Relief algorithm was originally designed to solve binary problems only,
however, the ReliefF variant provides an extension to tackle multi class data
[31]. The feature score is calculated as follows:

Z = d(X(j, i)−X(r, i)) (2)

reliefFscore(F ) =
1

c

l∑
j=1

− 1

mj

∑
xr∈NH(j)

Z +
∑
y 6=yj

1

hjy

p(y)

1− p(y)

∑
xr∈NM(j,y)

Z


(3)

Where NH(j) stands for near-hit and NM(j, y) near-miss, which makes
reference to the nearest instance to xr with the same(hit) class label and differ-
ent(miss) class respectively. The main idea is to take a random subsample of
instances l of size hjy and mj for near-hits and near-miss respectively and calcu-
late the distance between them as in (2) usually by the Euclidean distance. The
ratio p(y) of instances belonging to a class y is also considered for evaluation.

2.3 MRMR

The minimum redundancy and maximum relevance (MRMR)[29] algorithm is
based on mutual information feature selection (MIFS) [3] and it is calculated as
follows:

MRMR(Xk) = I(Xk;Y )− 1

| S |
∑
Xj∈S

I(Xk;Xj) (4)

First part of equation (4) gives us the feature importance given its informa-
tion gain and the second term is used to penalize feature redundancy with the
already selected features S. A key difference with other techniques is that the
parameter β is replaced for the inverse of the selected features 1

|S| instead of 1

as in MIFS.
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2.4 CIFE

The Conditional Infomax Feature Extraction (CIFE) algorithm [23] presents
the idea of conditional redundancy as other studies [1] have shown that the
redundancy evaluation performed by MRMR or MIFS could be improved. The
resultant equation now includes a third term as shown below:

CIFE(Xk) = I(Xk;Y )−
∑
Xj∈S

I(Xj ;Xk) +
∑
Xj∈S

I(Xj ;Xk | Y ) (5)

2.5 CMIM

As shown by Brown [5], information theoretic based algorithms can be reduced
to a linear combination of Shannon information terms, one example is Condi-
tional Mutual Information Maximization (CMIM) [10], where the main idea is
to add features that maximize the mutual information with the target but those
features need to look different to already selected ones, even if they have strong
predictive power. The equation is as follows:

CMIM(Xk) = I(Xk;Y )− max
Xj∈S

[I(Xj ;Xk)− I(Xj ;Xk | Y )] (6)

2.6 DISR

Another technique is Double Input Symmetrical Relevance (DISR) [25] which
uses normalization techniques, hence it normalizes mutual information as fol-
lows:

DISR(Xk) =
∑
Xj∈S

I(XjXk;Y )

H(XjXkY ) (7)

As with other techniques, DISR can also be reduced to a conditional likeli-
hood maximization framework.

2.7 Gini Index

The idea behind Gini index is to identify which features are able to separate
instances from different classes given if features values are lower or greater than
a reference point. The equation is as follows:

Gini(fi) = min
W

(
p(W )(1−

C∑
s=1

p(Cs |W )2) + p(W )(1−
C∑

s=1

p(Cs |W )2)

)
(8)

Unlike other algorithms, in the case of Gini index, the idea is to minimize
the score. In equation (8), Cs makes reference to class label being s, and W &
W are the set of instances with feature value below and above to the reference
split.

Every algorithm has its pro and cons due to their specific designs, given
their mathematical formulations, it is hard to estimate their performance in
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real life situations. Hence, in this work, we perform a practical evaluation using
real-world datasets with complex features-to-samples ratios.

3 HEAT MAP BASED RANKER

A core part of our algorithm is working with heat maps, which is commonly used
in high dimensional spaces such as genomic data to unravel hidden patterns, in
recent studies we can see how heatmaps are being used to understand data
structure[14] so for this work we use an internal heatmap generation to aid in
the search of regions of interest.

The idea behind Heat Map Based Feature Ranker (HmbFR) is to estimate
the predictive power of a feature given its association with others, an exhaustive
feature combination is avoided under the rationale that high dimensional data
usually keeps an intrinsic structure. Even if this order does not apply to all
datasets, we consider the evaluation of features in groups of continuous features
as a useful approach for high dimensional data.

The algorithm is composed of two main stages: compression and ranking.
The core idea is to build groups of features and later evaluate their predictive
power as a group to estimate individual feature power.

In compression stage, we build the heat map, which is a color representation
of the data, in order to build it, a color model is required, since our design uses
groups of 3 features, the RGB model is a perfect fit as it requires three channels,
therefore 3 features F are used to build 1 group G of the form Gi = {Fr, Fg, Fb},
these elements stand for FeatureRed, FeatureGreen and FeatureBlue and the
relation between a particular group of features creates a pattern, such pattern
is mapped to a color in a virtual heatmap, and this color is what is further
analyzed in order to decide if the group of features should be kept. These
groups are built by continuous features, in two stages, forward and backwards,
so in the original space F1, F2 and F3 becomes G1 for the forward stage and,
for N features, the backward stage G1 is represented by Fn, Fn−1 and Fn−2

The first step for compression is the normalization isolated features, each of
them is treated independently, to formalize this, let I be the full set of instances
and Ix a particular sample from the whole dataset D. Each value Fi that belongs
to instance Ix (IxFi) is then normalized in a 0 to 255 interval as shown in 9:

∀IxFi ∈ D :

ÎxFi =

(
IxFi −min(FIx)

max(FIx)−min(FIx)

)
∗ 255

(9)

Where min(IFi) and max(IFi) represents the minimum and maximum value
respectively that a feature gets across all the instances of the dataset. This
process is repeated for every feature Fi across all instances Ix. Once the features
have been normalized, each of the groups containing Fr, Fg and Fb can be
mapped to a true color expressed in red/green/blue (RGB) format, together
the three features can represent up to 16,777,216 different colors or patterns.
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However, since the idea is to build a generalization of the original data, we apply
a technique called Color Quantization that allows the mapping of a true color
to a lower depth color scale, in this case, we reduce each true color to a 4-Bit
16-Colors scheme. The idea is to discard small data variations or uniqueness,
and produce a new set of data which is more general and consistent, the process
of quantization is performed by looping over the 16 reference colors and find
the minimum Euclidean distance with the true color as this approach is very
popular for the task and it has been found to produce satisfactory results[30].
The RGB values for each of those colors are the standard values defined in the
HTML 4.01 specification 1.

To formalize the information quantization, let G be the set of all the built
groups and Gi a particular group (which is composed by Fr, Fg and Fb) that
belongs to a instance Ix, each of those IxGi combinations are then compared
against all the reference colors Rj in set R to produce the new single-value
compressed feature Fi that will represent the original 3-feature as shown below:

∀IxGi ∈ D and ∀j ∈ {1, ..., 16} :

IxFi = min


√√√√√√

(IxGiFr −RjFr)2+

(IxGiFg −RjFg)2+

(IxGiFb −RjFb)
2

 (10)

Once all the distances between true color and reference color have been cal-
culated, we select the reference color Rj with the minimum Euclidean distance,
and this process gives origin to a new dataset that is purely built in reference
colors, or in other words, it is a compressed lossy version of the original.

Dataset reduction is possible due to the fact that the reference color is repre-
sented by a single value (e.g.: red, which is composed of RGB values of 255,0,0)
instead of three different features, this compression makes possible to reduce the
original dimension of any dataset to a third with very minimal loss of informa-
tion, however although there is indeed a loss, this can be negligible as the data
transformation is only used for the feature selection process, and the original
information suffers no changes.

After compression is completed, ranking relevant features is based on the ra-
tionale that different classes should look different, hence their associated quan-
tized colors should look different as well. The ranking occurs in the new com-
pressed dataset, the process sees regular features Fi although we know they
represent a group in the original space.

Since we are using a 16 color scheme to build the heatmap, each feature
can have as much as 16 possible values (in the compressed space), to estimate
its predictive power, we iterate over the color spectrum searching for different
ratios in the conditional probability to find a color given a reference class. The
score for each feature is then calculated as follows:

1https://www.w3.org/TR/html4/types.html#h-6.5
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HmbFRscore(fi) =

K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

C∑
r=1

(
p(Cr | Ki)− p(Cr | Kj)

)
(11)

Where K represents the number of classes and C is the color spectrum size,
in our proposed design we use 16 base colors. The idea is to iterate all classes
looking for the conditional probability of getting a color r given a class i or j,
the probabilities are subtracted to account for class imbalance.

After all features have been ranked, we need to restore the ranking to the
original space as all the process was performed on the compressed data, however,
the mapping process is very efficient as the groups were formed from continuous
features, e.g., in the compressed space Fi = {2}, {5}, {7} and {10} are mapped
to the original space to Fi = {4, 5, 6}, {13, 14, 15}, {19, 20, 21} and {28, 29, 30}.
Below we present the algorithm pseudo-code:

Algorithm 1: HmbFR, Heat map based Feature Ranker

Data: Dataset with full number of features
Result: Subset of best predictive features

1 Normalize Data 0-255;
2 while there are more features do
3 \\Compression
4 for Fi, Fi+1, and Fi+2 do
5 Build group Gi with features as 16-Bit RGB values;
6 Save quantized 4-bit version of Gi → QGi;

7 end
8 Increase i by 3 ;

9 end
10 for each group QGx do
11 \\Ranking
12 for each class Ki do
13 for each class Kj != Ki do
14 for each color Cr do

15 QGx = QGx +
(
Pr(Cr | Ki)− Pr(Cr | Kj)

)
16 end

17 end

18 end

19 end

To evaluate the usefulness of HmbFS we have prepared a series of tests
through different datasets and compare multiple techniques for feature selection.
In the next section, we discuss more in depth the results.
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4 Experiments and Results

In order to estimate algorithms performance in high dimensional data, it is
very important to find their order of complexity as some algorithms might not
scale well, this results in useless approaches once the feature space grows out
of a manageable threshold. Some algorithms exhibit orders of n2 or even n3,
resulting in a totally infeasible option for anything but very low dimensional
spaces [34]. We have carried out experiments to find out how the increase of
classes, features, and instances have an impact in algorithms performance. In
Table 1 we present the scenarios we tested.

Table 1: Test scenarios for algorithm order behavior
Growth Instances (n) Features (p) Classes (K)
Class 100 100 2, ..., 10

Instance 100, ..., 1000 100 2
Feature 100 100, ..., 1000 2

We first analyzed how an increase in the number of classes affects the scal-
ability of each algorithm, fixing the other parameters (instances and features)
we increased only the classes, starting in 2 up to 10 to see the behaviour. The
Figure 1 shows the results.

Figure 1: Scalability behavior for class growth

As we can see in Figure 1, in terms of scalability due to increased num-
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ber of classes, all reviewed algorithms handle the task very efficiently, at least
complexity-order wise, we can identify 4 groups, DISR, which is not affected
by class increase, but it’s quite slow, at least three times slower than other
approaches such as CIFE, CMIM and MRMR all of which are not affected by
class increase neither. A third group can be identified, Gini and HmbFR, both
being slightly affected by class growth but not enough to fall even to a linear
order scenario, finally a fourth group composed by ReliefF and Fisher, both
performing very fast with no compromise in class size.

Next we continue with the analysis of sample growth.

Figure 2: Scalability behavior for samples growth

As far as samples increase, we can see in Figure 2 most algorithms behave in
a linear fashion, although some special cases need attention, once again DISR
tops the time chart performing almost 300 hundred times slower than the fastest
of the group, even scaling in a linear fashion. In terms of scalability issues, the
worst scenario was for ReliefF which scaled at n2 but since it performs very fast,
it will require a very large number of samples to make it unfeasible.

Next, we review the case of features increase.
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Figure 3: Scalability behavior for features growth

In Figure 3 we can see the real issue with most algorithms, they scale at n2

as the number of features increases, from the eight algorithms reviewed, half of
them failed to keep a linear run time, only HmbFR, Fisher, ReliefF and Gini
achieved to scale properly, hence they represent the only feasible option for
real world test scenarios, where the number of features can easily reach 20,000
features or more. Table 2 summarizes this scalability evaluation.

Table 2: Summary of scale behavior
Order

Algorithm Classes Samples Features
HmbFR O(n) O(n) O(n)
CIFE O(1) O(n) O(n2)
CMIM O(1) O(n) O(n2)
DISR O(1) O(n) O(n2)

MRMR O(1) O(n) O(n2)
Fisher O(1) O(n logn) O(n)
ReliefF O(n) O(n2) O(n)

Gini O(n) O(n logn) O(n)

We can see that half of the algorithms (CIFE, CMIM, DISR and MRMR)
do not scale well as the number of features increases, with an O(n2) order, those
algorithms are really not suitable for high dimensional data. For our practical
comparison we have selected the remaining four (HmbFR, Fisher, ReliefF and
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Gini), in Table 3 we show the characteristics of the benchmark datasets.

Table 3: Benchmark datasets details
Dataset Classes Samples Features Feat/Smp Anomaly

Carcinom 11 174 9,182 55.8 0.330
Colon 2 62 2,000 32.3 0.485
GLI-85 2 85 22,283 262.1 0.234
Glioma 4 50 4,434 88.7 0.324

Leukemia 2 72 7,070 98.2 0.666
Lung 5 203 3,312 16.3 0.281

Orl-raws-10p 10 100 10,304 103.1 0.320
Prostate-ge 2 102 5,966 58.5 0.255

USPS 10 9298 256 0.03 0.252
Warp-pie-10p 10 210 2,420 11.5 0.296

In our experiments, most dataset easily exceed a thousand features, notable
exception is the USPS dataset with only 256, but enough samples to cause
troubles for algorithms such as ReliefF that scales quadratically with the number
of samples. The need for more efficient algorithms is noticed more clearly when
we consider high dimensional datasets such as GLI-85, with 22,283 features,
trying to perform feature selection with algorithms such as DISR would be
an infeasible task. We also include the feature to samples ratio to give an
idea how disparity those values are, generally we would want more features if
and only if those features are useful, otherwise, the less noise the better. To
estimate how noisy the dataset is, we include the anomaly score as reported by
IsolationForest[24] algorithm.

The benchmarking process consists of performing feature ranking for each
dataset followed by a Stratified 10-fold cross validation that ensures class imbal-
ance is considered in every fold. The whole process is repeated 10 times, every
time using 10% fewer features (removing the less powerful ranked), this is done
for 3 different classifiers as some datasets might favor a given learner. In total
300 setups are evaluated for every dataset using an F1 weighted (i.e, for each
class) score to consider precision and recall in a single metric as Equation 12
shows:

F1 =
2 ∗ (precision ∗ recall)

(precision+ recall)
(12)

The Scikit-learn classifiers, as well as running parameters are being shown
in Table 4:

Table 4: Classifiers setup
Classifier Parameters

Naive Bayes Not Required
Logistic Regression class weight=’balanced’, max iter=200

Random Forest n estimators=Variable, class weight=’balanced’
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The only parameter we carefully tuned was the number of estimators (or
trees) for RandomForest using the formula in 13:

n estimators = 10 + d
√

#featsc+ d
√

#Samplesc+ #Classes (13)

The rationale behind variable number of trees is that bigger and complex
data sets usually need a higher number of trees, however, a higher number can
be counterproductive for smaller scenarios and could lead to overfit.

In the following section, we present our analysis for each of the benchmarked
dataset, as well as statistical significance analysis, this is done by comparing to
a progressive linear reduction (PLR) algorithm, which only reduce features with
no analysis involved, just linearly select a given amount. A t-test is performed
against the PLR algorithm and the p-value is reported.

After feature reduction is completed, we take advantage of the smaller di-
mensionality dataset to enhance data representation. Given our reduced noise,
we now use a 3 PCA vector representation that is being feed to an emergent
self organized map (ESOM) [36] which will find a nonlinear representation in an
unsupervised way that should provide an extra insight of dataset structure after
noise has been reduced using only Top 10% of features as reported by HmbFR.

4.1 Carcinom

The Carcinom dataset has the most number of classes of our tests with 11, and
with the only exception of the class 0, all others are nonlinearly separable in
our 2D PCA representation as it can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Carcinom Visualization
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For this particular dataset Logistic Regression performed the best, achieving
better performance across all number of selected features. Starting with a base-
line score of F1 = 0.947 it was possible to increase the performance to 0.98 and
0.968 with Fisher and HmbFR respectively, both algorithms produce their best
result with only 10% of the original features. On the other hand, ReliefF got
a poor performance while Gini was not able to produce an acceptable p-value,
therefore the results could fall under a lucky scenario.

Table 5: Logistic Regression for Carcinom
Num. Features HmbFR Fisher ReliefF Gini PLR

9182 0.947 0.947 0.947 0.947 0.947
8264 0.947 0.955 0.939 0.929 0.929
7346 0.953 0.960 0.944 0.919 0.939
6427 0.944 0.970 0.944 0.929 0.939
5509 0.955 0.972 0.936 0.938 0.903
4591 0.951 0.977 0.936 0.945 0.918
3673 0.960 0.977 0.941 0.936 0.917
2755 0.960 0.980 0.951 0.929 0.923
1836 0.960 0.980 0.951 0.918 0.910
918 0.968 0.980 0.957 0.916 0.894

Average 0.955 0.970 0.945 0.931 0.922
Peak 0.968 0.980 0.957 0.947 0.947

PLR p-value 0.002 0.000 0.005 0.142 NA

Using only 10% of the original features, it was possible to improve in 2% the
baseline model, although at minimal improvement, we can see in Figure 5 that
the ESOM plane makes much better job at separating the instances while still
maintaining a similar structure, for instance, classes No. 5 and 0 are very similar
spaced as they were in the original PCA plot but now have better margins vs
other classes.

Figure 5: Carcinom reduced features SOM plane
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4.2 Colon

The colon dataset looks simple to separate, a single decision tree might do a very
good job on its own, and with only two classes its not surprise that Random
Forest performed the best in this scenario.

Figure 6: Colon Visualization

An interesting result arise from the colon dataset, all algorithms achieved
a very high p-value, meaning that for this dataset with so few features (2000),
feature reduction might be trivial, ReliefF and HmbFR achieved the best peak
result with 0.865 and 0.851 although HmbFR seems a bit more stable with a
better average score. Fisher and Gini performed poorly in this task with a score
even lower than PLR.

Table 6: Random Forest for Colon
Num. Features HmbFR Fisher ReliefF Gini PLR

2000 0.817 0.817 0.817 0.817 0.817
1800 0.817 0.790 0.819 0.803 0.786
1600 0.790 0.789 0.774 0.815 0.786
1400 0.768 0.803 0.774 0.776 0.790
1200 0.833 0.803 0.818 0.771 0.848
1000 0.831 0.833 0.814 0.831 0.831
800 0.846 0.836 0.833 0.832 0.831
600 0.851 0.832 0.832 0.814 0.790
400 0.850 0.818 0.865 0.818 0.801
200 0.846 0.821 0.865 0.832 0.859

Average 0.825 0.814 0.821 0.811 0.814
Peak 0.851 0.836 0.865 0.832 0.859

PLR p-value 0.245 0.963 0.474 0.762 NA
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With a 3% improvement in model performance, and after removing 90%
of the original features, the visualization of the Colon dataset is dramatically
improved by the ESOM plane, while the PCA plot hardly separates the classes,
the new representation shows a clear separation as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Colon reduced features SOM plane

4.3 GLI-85

The GLI-85 dataset has the most potential for feature reduction, given the over
22,000 features and the dataset characteristics, it seems some parts of the data
are linearly separable as we can see in its PCA visualization.

Figure 8: GLI-85 Visualization
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As expected from the PCA analysis, all algorithms seems to be improving
classification performance when Logistic Regression is used, the reductions are
very good, using only 10% of the original features (≈ 2k vs ≈ 20k) seems to
improve by as much as 4% with HmbFR or 5% by Fisher and ReliefF. In this
particular dataset our approach did not succeed in improving over other tech-
niques, however, it remains very competitive and a low p-value gives confidence
on its performance.

Table 7: Logistic Regression for GLI-85
Num. Features HmbFR Fisher ReliefF Gini PLR

22283 0.886 0.886 0.886 0.886 0.886
20055 0.886 0.900 0.897 0.900 0.886
17826 0.886 0.911 0.900 0.900 0.886
15598 0.897 0.911 0.911 0.900 0.897
13370 0.912 0.912 0.911 0.912 0.886
11142 0.886 0.912 0.911 0.912 0.886
8913 0.912 0.912 0.923 0.912 0.886
6685 0.912 0.936 0.936 0.925 0.897
4457 0.925 0.936 0.936 0.925 0.911
2228 0.925 0.936 0.925 0.925 0.878

Average 0.903 0.915 0.914 0.910 0.890
Peak 0.925 0.936 0.936 0.925 0.911

PLR p-value 0.033 0.001 0.001 0.001 NA

Using only 10% of the original features helped to boost the model perfor-
mance 4%, the dataset is a bit unbalanced in favor of positive class and so can
be noticed for both the PCA and the ESOM plots. However, after reduction, we
can see a much clearer representation, although some outliers are still present
as seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9: GLI-85 reduced features SOM plane
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4.4 Glioma

The Glioma dataset represents a huge challenge for feature selection, as there are
way too many classes (4) for a very small number of samples (50), to make the
scenario worse, the classes are all merged with no apparent linear separability.

Figure 10: Glioma Visualization

According to p-values, Fisher is the more likely to be different than the
simple PLR, however it felt short as peak performance regards, running behind
Gini and HmbFR with 0.821 and 0.815 however, each algorithm reached that
score with a very different set of features, while Gini required 90% of the original
space, HmbFR used only 60%. The average score is improved for all algorithms
vs PLR.

Table 8: Random Forest for Glioma
Num. Features HmbFR Fisher ReliefF Gini PLR

4434 0.772 0.772 0.772 0.772 0.772
3991 0.748 0.753 0.785 0.821 0.767
3547 0.747 0.783 0.758 0.787 0.740
3104 0.805 0.764 0.699 0.787 0.751
2660 0.815 0.807 0.759 0.772 0.753
2217 0.755 0.778 0.790 0.773 0.795
1774 0.759 0.770 0.742 0.766 0.760
1330 0.686 0.780 0.775 0.683 0.734
887 0.742 0.717 0.686 0.725 0.675
443 0.777 0.782 0.768 0.735 0.721

Average 0.760 0.771 0.753 0.762 0.747
Peak 0.815 0.807 0.790 0.821 0.795

PLR p-value 0.337 0.028 0.477 0.187 NA
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For the Glioma dataset, best reduction threshold seems to be around 70% of
original features, however, to help reduce potential noise, we still keep only 10%
of the data for build the ESOM planes, in this case, using 443 features which
still provides an improvement vs the base model. From the original PCA plot,
we can see classes 0 and 1 are overlapped as well as 2 and 3. However, in the
ESOM plane, we can a see a more clear separation.

Figure 11: Glioma reduced features SOM plane

4.5 Leukemia

The Leukemia dataset looks complex for feature selection, with 72 instances and
over 7,000 features, the chances of overfitting are huge, however as we can see
from the PCA plot, the data does not seem too hard to separate.

Figure 12: Leukemia Visualization
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For this particular dataset Random Forest performed the best, with an im-
pressive baseline performance of over 0.93 without any feature selection. It
seems that the practical best possible score is 0.981 as all algorithms stuck in
that mark, the PLR, in this case, performed way lower than the benchmark
algorithms, all of them producing a much higher average score.

Table 9: Random Forest for Leukemia
Num. Features HmbFR Fisher ReliefF Gini PLR

7070 0.934 0.934 0.934 0.934 0.934
6363 0.949 0.981 0.981 0.934 0.947
5656 0.926 0.952 0.963 0.931 0.918
4949 0.906 0.963 0.981 0.968 0.950
4242 0.981 0.937 0.981 0.968 0.965
3535 0.965 0.981 0.950 0.963 0.952
2828 0.963 0.947 0.968 0.981 0.889
2121 0.981 0.981 0.963 0.981 0.902
1414 0.965 0.981 0.981 0.981 0.885
707 0.963 0.981 0.981 0.981 0.763

Average 0.953 0.964 0.969 0.962 0.911
Peak 0.981 0.981 0.981 0.981 0.965

PLR p-value 0.079 0.036 0.020 0.047 NA

In this dataset the classes are overlapped due to structure complexity, but
also imbalance, a 3% increase in model performance is achieved after using only
10% of the original features, this reduction is also beneficial to visualization,
as we can see in Figure 13, although some overlap still exist, there is a better
separation overall.

Figure 13: Leukemia reduced features SOM plane
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4.6 Lung

The Lung dataset is a challenge because it has many classes for a relative num-
ber of samples and features, in this particular case, more features would have
benefited the data in order to improve separability especially for class 0 and 4
as can be seen in the PCA representation.

Figure 14: Lung Visualization

After analysing results, it seemed that the best practical score could be
0.976 as three algorithms stuck in such mark, however HmbFR managed to find
a combination of features capable of 0.98, interesting enough, this combination
is also with a smaller set of features of only 10% of the original data, the closest
competition comes from Fisher, performing not only slightly less powerful but
also requiring 60% of the original data. Averages and p-values are low enough
across all methods.

Table 10: Logistic Regression for Lung
Num. Features HmbFR Fisher ReliefF Gini PLR

3312 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976
2981 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976
2650 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976
2318 0.976 0.976 0.969 0.976 0.965
1987 0.976 0.976 0.969 0.976 0.965
1656 0.976 0.972 0.969 0.976 0.959
1325 0.970 0.972 0.969 0.965 0.964
994 0.976 0.972 0.965 0.965 0.957
662 0.965 0.972 0.965 0.969 0.952
331 0.980 0.959 0.965 0.972 0.921

Average 0.974 0.972 0.970 0.972 0.961
Peak 0.980 0.976 0.976 0.976 0.976

PLR p-value 0.038 0.013 0.063 0.045 NA
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In this particular case HmbFS using only 10% of the features achieved the
best overall performance, which can be a signal for very high improvements in
visualization, starting with the original PCA, we can see class 0 dominating the
plot and causing heavy overlap. In the ESOM plane, the class separation is dra-
matically improved, for instance, class 1 and 0 that were previously overlapped
now are fully separated.

Figure 15: Lung reduced features SOM plane

4.7 Orl-raws-10p

This dataset, being constructed by face images adds a new scenario for the
benchmark, using pixels as features, the ORL face data has over 10,000 features
to describe 10 classes (persons). The PCA analysis suggests that there is indeed
some linear separability.

Figure 16: ORL Raws 10p Visualization
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As expected from the data overview, it can be easily separated even without
feature selection for a very powerful 0.967 baseline score. Notable, all algorithms
managed to find a subset of features that improved such score, best two were
HmbFR and Fisher, improving the recognition by 2% or in some cases a perfect
F-Score by Fisher, the p-value, however, is much lower for HmbFR which seems
to produce more stable results.

Table 11: Logistic Regression for ORL
Num. Features HmbFR Fisher ReliefF Gini PLR

10304 0.967 0.967 0.967 0.967 0.967
9274 0.967 0.967 0.967 0.973 0.967
8243 0.967 0.967 0.967 0.973 0.967
7213 0.967 0.967 0.967 0.973 0.967
6182 0.967 0.967 0.973 0.973 0.967
5152 0.973 0.967 0.967 0.973 0.967
4122 0.987 0.967 0.967 0.973 0.973
3091 0.960 0.973 0.973 0.933 0.960
2061 0.973 0.973 0.947 0.887 0.947
1030 0.973 1.000 0.977 0.847 0.877

Average 0.970 0.971 0.967 0.947 0.956
Peak 0.987 1.000 0.977 0.973 0.973

PLR p-value 0.168 0.236 0.286 0.280 NA

Given the very little class overlap for the ORL dataset, improvement in
model performance was limited to only 0.6% when using 10% of best features as
ranked by HmbFR. The ESOM produced an overall good structure visualization,
however, for this specific case, the PCA plot seems to provide a better overview,
a signal that feature reduction might not always give an improvement.

Figure 17: ORL reduced features SOM plane
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4.8 Prostate-ge

The prostate dataset has enough features to separate the binary classes with a
very good performance, however, since some samples have heavy overlap, it is
possible to reach a point where improvements become very hard.

Figure 18: Prostate GE Visualization

For this datasets, all algorithms achieved a very low p-value as the baseline
PLR performed very poorly doing progression reduction. It is worth noting how
from 100% to 60% of features, most algorithms kept the original performance,
except ReliefF which produced a good performance improvement. Best two ap-
proaches were HmbFR and ReliefF, with 0.939 and 0.95, both of them achieved
such results with a very low number of features, 20% and 10% respectively.

Table 12: Logistic Regression for Prostate-Ge
Num. Features HmbFR Fisher ReliefF Gini PLR

5966 0.911 0.911 0.911 0.911 0.911
5369 0.911 0.911 0.920 0.911 0.911
4773 0.920 0.911 0.920 0.911 0.911
4176 0.910 0.910 0.930 0.911 0.911
3580 0.910 0.910 0.940 0.911 0.911
2983 0.920 0.920 0.940 0.911 0.891
2386 0.920 0.929 0.940 0.920 0.891
1790 0.920 0.929 0.940 0.929 0.891
1193 0.939 0.929 0.950 0.929 0.821
597 0.929 0.929 0.950 0.929 0.826

Average 0.919 0.919 0.934 0.917 0.888
tabst Peak 0.939 0.929 0.950 0.929 0.911

PLR p-value 0.049 0.044 0.011 0.054 NA
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The prostate dataset gained around 2% when a 90% of features got removed,
based on the original PCA representation, both classes are heavily merged,
however in the ESOM plane as can be seen in Figure 19, there is a very clear
separation of classes with very minimal overlapping.

Figure 19: Prostate reduced features SOM plane

4.9 USPS

Just by looking at the PCA plot, the USPS dataset is clearly a nice add-on to the
benchmarks as it is very different, having almost 10,000 samples of hand written
digits with a 16x16 resolution (hence 256 features) and 10 different classes, is a
nice challenge for feature interactions and reduction. We can see how all classes
are sort of merged all over spectrum so linear separability seems very unlikely.

Figure 20: USPS Visualization
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For this particular dataset, it was possible to achieve 0.945 using Logistic
Regression and 0.961 using Random Forest (RF), however, after using feature
selection (FS) the results only got worse, although HmbFR achieved as high as
0.851 with RF using only 10% of features. For this analysis, we selected Naive
Bayes (NB) as it indeed benefits from FS. From the results table, it is clear how
feature reduction is not trivial, PLR achieved scores as low as 0.327 where other
techniques such as HmbFR using the same 10% of features achieved 0.685. Gini
performed poorly in this case, while the two best were HmbFR and ReliefF,
both of them with improvements over 8% and interesting enough, both of them
achieved the peak performance with the same number of features at 50%.

Table 13: Naive Bayes for USPS
Num. Features HmbFR Fisher ReliefF Gini PLR

256 0.783 0.783 0.783 0.783 0.783
230 0.811 0.799 0.811 0.763 0.787
205 0.829 0.820 0.844 0.754 0.795
179 0.859 0.843 0.864 0.709 0.773
154 0.869 0.842 0.874 0.661 0.761
128 0.870 0.835 0.877 0.606 0.703
102 0.856 0.838 0.857 0.620 0.630
77 0.795 0.798 0.836 0.616 0.525
51 0.771 0.766 0.792 0.575 0.389
26 0.685 0.631 0.707 0.494 0.327

Average 0.813 0.795 0.825 0.658 0.647
Peak 0.870 0.843 0.877 0.783 0.795

PLR p-value 0.004 0.007 0.004 0.747 NA

The USPS dataset is our biggest data in term of instances but the smallest in
term of features, which means that most instances look very similar, and are all
overlapped at least in a 2 dimensions space, after reduction to only 26 features
and then building the ESOM plane, the data seems a bit better represented but
not enough to overcome the extra processing required.

Figure 21: USPS reduced features SOM plane
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4.10 Warp-pie-10p

Looking at the data it’s clear that linear separability is challenging, with so
many classes and no apparent cluster regions as all classes are mixed together,
feature selection algorithms will be required to careful rank the features.

Figure 22: Warp Pie 10p Visualization

For this particular dataset, Logistic Regression performed a bit better, how-
ever, no useful conclusion could be made as feature selection (FS) did not provide
any improvement, however, for Naive Bayes, the improvement is clear and low
p-values support this improvement. Best algorithm was HmbFR with a 0.963
score, improving 3% over the baseline without FS using only 20% of the data,
another notable result comes from Fisher, with a 0.955 score although using
30% of data.

Table 14: Naive Bayes for Warp Pie 10p
Num. Features HmbFR Fisher ReliefF Gini PLR

2420 0.934 0.934 0.934 0.934 0.934
2178 0.937 0.940 0.924 0.937 0.910
1936 0.943 0.940 0.922 0.915 0.916
1694 0.946 0.943 0.920 0.891 0.906
1452 0.938 0.947 0.908 0.827 0.854
1210 0.939 0.952 0.916 0.719 0.833
968 0.955 0.951 0.926 0.751 0.792
726 0.956 0.955 0.934 0.761 0.776
484 0.963 0.952 0.948 0.709 0.744
242 0.942 0.946 0.942 0.630 0.755

Average 0.945 0.946 0.927 0.807 0.842
Peak 0.963 0.955 0.948 0.937 0.934

PLR p-value 0.003 0.002 0.008 0.053 NA
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In this case, the original 2-dimensional representation is highly overlapped,
as a similar scenario as USPS, however in this case, with much more features,
noise reduction was actually beneficial, improving 2% with only 10% of the
original space. The ESOM plane shows a huge improvement over the original
data representation even when it shows some minor overlap.

Figure 23: Warp reduced features SOM plane

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Nowadays, we have powerful classifiers with built-in feature selection, however,
for high dimensional spaces, there is still a lot of work to be done. As shown
in our experiments, feature selection algorithms are pushing the performance of
the classifiers in every case.

Based on our results, it is clear that the problem of feature selection is still
dependent on the data structure, and there is no single best algorithm, however,
for our particular setup, it seems that HmbFR and Fisher are more stable across
different setups while Gini did not perform well with these datasets.

In general, our approach proved to be competitive with current algorithms
while ranking in a compressed space and no evaluation of individual features
required.

Data visualization is also an added benefit of feature selection, once space is
reduced and only the best features are kept we are able to build more exhaus-
tive dimensionality reduction techniques such as emergent self-organizing maps
which proved to be a very effective approach.
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Regarding our feature work, we can divide our efforts into two main paths,
performance and enhancements. First, with the surge of powerful GPU, our
heat map generation is a good fit for intensive parallelization which would allow
stacking of heat maps to improve performance. Second, in sensitive applica-
tions, the raw performance improvement is negligible if it can not be properly
explained, therefore given algorithm design, we plan to use our heat map as a
visual aid to integrate Human-in-the-loop (HITL) in the selection process.
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